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Ye et al.: Drug-Induced Liver Injury after Colorectal Cancer Treatment

In addition to surgical resection, chemotherapy is needed for patients with liver metastasis of colorectal 
cancer. Our aim was to investigate the computed tomography manifestations of liver injury after 
different chemotherapy regimens. These studies retrospectively analyzed patients with liver metastasis 
from colorectal cancer diagnosed in our hospital between April 2015 and April 2020. The sex, age, 
chemotherapy regimen (FOLFOX, FOLFOXIRI, cetuximab+FOLFOXIRI, bevacizumab+FOLFOXIRI, 
bevacizumab+FOLFOX) and liver computerized tomography imaging findings were reviewed. The 
results were expressed as the frequency and percentage for classified variables or the average and 
standard deviation for continuous variables (age). The statistical significance was evaluated by cross-
table chi-square analysis to determine the differences between groups of categorical variables. There 
were 170 patients with liver injury after chemotherapy, including 124 males and 46 females. The 
male-to-female ratio was 2.7 to 1. The imaging findings of the 170 patients were divided into diffuse, 
focal and small multifocal. The different chemotherapy regimens showed that 77 of the 87 cases of 
FOLFOX showed diffuse liver injury. Among the 45 cases of the FOLFOXIRI regimen, 43 cases showed 
focal liver injury. A total of 38 cases were treated with three regimens of cetuximab+FOLFOXIRI, 
bevacizumab+FOLFOXIRI, and bevacizumab+FOLFOX. Of these, 36 cases showed small multifocal 
liver injury. The chi-square test results showed that the chi-square value was 260.472 (p<0.000). The 
imaging changes of liver computed tomography have a certain sensitivity and specificity for liver injury 
after chemotherapy. Different types of liver injury after chemotherapy can be reflected by computed 
tomography imaging changes.
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In the past few decades, the number of chemotherapy 
options and combination regimens for many 
malignant tumors has greatly increased. However, 
an unfortunate consequence of this increasingly 
effective systemic cytotoxic therapy is their non-
target effects, which can also cause damage to 
normal tissues. Among these effects, hepatotoxicity 
is noteworthy because it affects the overall health 
and postoperative recovery of patients. Additionally, 
it also damages the regeneration ability, which is the 
basis of potential radical hepatectomy. The liver is 
a common sight of metastatic diseases. Surgeons, 
in particular, consider liver injuries associated with 
chemotherapy when planning safe operations[1].

Colorectal cancer is the 3rd most common type of 

cancer worldwide[2]. In addition to surgical resection, 
it also requires chemotherapy. The emergence of 
chemotherapy and the use of a variety of drug 
regimens increase the possibility of liver parenchyma 
damage, which is collectively referred to as 
chemotherapy-related liver injury[3-14]. Liver injury 
is the most serious complication after chemotherapy. 
It includes steatosis, dilatation of hepatic sinusoids 
corresponding to hepatic Sinusoid Obstruction 
Syndrome (SOS), Nodular Regenerative Hyperplasia 
(NRH) and steatohepatitis[4]. Therefore, when treating 
colorectal cancer, it is also necessary to consider the 
associated liver injury after chemotherapy.

Imaging plays an important role in the evaluation of 
liver injury after chemotherapy. Because the liver is 
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the main organ responsible for drug clearance and 
the synthesis of many biochemical pathways, many 
chemotherapeutic drugs can be metabolized through 
the liver. These drugs may cause serious liver injury, 
and some changes in the liver can be observed by 
imaging. Additionally, these drugs have a certain 
sensitivity and specificity[3]. Previous studies have 
classified liver injury after chemotherapy according 
to pathophysiology, and there are also studies that 
classify imaging manifestations. We believe that 
different types of liver injury after chemotherapy can 
be reflected by imaging changes.

In this study, the clinical data of patients with liver 
injury caused by chemotherapy for colorectal cancer 
in our hospital were analyzed retrospectively, and 
the relationship between different chemotherapy 
regimens and liver imaging changes was observed. 
Combined with imaging findings, the imaging 
changes observed by liver Computerized Tomography 
(CT) were compared among different chemotherapy 
regimens to study the correlation between liver 
injury and CT findings for different chemotherapy 
regimens.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients:

These studies retrospectively analyzed patients with 
liver metastasis from colorectal cancer diagnosed 
in our hospital between April 2015 and April 2020. 
The sex, age, chemotherapy regimen (Folinic 
acid, Fluorouracil and Oxaliplatin (FOLFOX), 
Folinic acid, 5-Fluorouracil, Oxaliplatin and 
Irinotecan (FOLFOXIRI), cetuximab+FOLFOXIRI, 
b e v a c i z u m a b + F O L F O X I R I , 
bevacizumab+FOLFOX) and liver CT imaging 
findings were reviewed. All patients met the 
following inclusion and exclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria: Colorectal adenocarcinoma 
confirmed by pathology; patients who were first 
diagnosed and untreated; plain and enhanced CT 
scans; re-examination of CT plain scan and enhanced 
scan after chemotherapy and normal laboratory 
results at first diagnosis, these include Alanine 
Aminotransferase (ALT), Aspartate Aminotransferase 
(AST) and Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP). 
Exclusion criteria: Patients who had received 
chemotherapy or radiotherapy before admission; 
patients diagnosed with hepatitis and cirrhosis, 
and abnormal laboratory results at first diagnosis. 
Finally, 170 patients with an average age of 56.4 y 

were included.

Treatment and follow-up:

All patients were treated with chemotherapy and 
followed up by CT. The timeline of our study 
included CT plain scan and enhancement at the first 
diagnosis, laboratory examination at the beginning 
of treatment; these include ALT, AST, and ALP. And 
regular follow-up at (2-4) mo after chemotherapy 
until liver CT imaging abnormalities appeared. All 
patients did not undergo surgical treatment at the 
time of reexamination.

CT image acquisition:

Use Toshiba 640-Slice CT for scanning, set the 
tube voltage to 120 kVP, and perform enhanced CT 
examination with automatic tube current. All patients 
underwent intravenous injection of contrast agent. 
Obtain spiral scans of arterial and venous phases.

Image analysis:

Two radiologists in the abdominal radiology group 
with 5 y of experience read the film together and 
analyzed the results of CT images. After discussion, 
we decided that the distribution of lesions in more 
than six liver segments was diffuse type, between 
three to six liver segments was local type, and the 
distribution of less than three liver segments was 
small focal type. If there was a disagreement, the two 
doctors discussed and analyzed it.

Statistical analysis:

Statistical analyses were calculated using Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) V.19. A 
descriptive analysis of the sample was conducted. 
The results were expressed as frequencies and 
percentages for categorical variables (chemotherapy 
regimen, image presentation of liver injury) or as 
the mean and standard deviation for continuous 
variables (e.g., age). Statistical significance was 
assessed through crosstab Chi-square (χ2) analysis to 
determine group differences in categorical variables. 
A two-tailed p<0.05 was considered significant for 
all analyses.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Among the 170 patients with liver injury after 
chemotherapy, there were 124 males and 46 females. 
The male-to-female ratio was 2.7:1. The ages ranged 
from 25 y to 82 y old, but the age of most patients 
ranged from 51 y to 60 y old as shown in Table 1.
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Among the 170 patients with liver injury after 
chemotherapy, the FOLFOX regimen accounted 
for the highest proportion of liver injury cases, 
accounting for 51 % of cases. This was followed 
by FOLFOXIRI, cetuximab+FOLFOXIRI, 
bevacizumab+FOLFOXIRI, and 
bevacizumab+FOLFOX, which accounted for 26 %, 
9 %, 9 % and 5 %, respectively as shown in Table 2.
The imaging findings of the 170 patients were 
divided into diffuse (fig. 1), local (fig. 2) and small 
focal (fig. 3). The different chemotherapy regimens 

showed that 77 of the 87 cases of FOLFOX showed 
diffuse liver injury, accounting for approximately 
88.5 % of the chemotherapy regimen. Among 
the 45 cases of the FOLFOXIRI regimen, 43 
cases showed local liver injury, accounting for 
approximately 95.6 % of the chemotherapy 
regimen. A total of 38 cases were treated with 
three regimens of cetuximab+FOLFOXIRI, 
bevacizumab+FOLFOXIRI, and 
bevacizumab+FOLFOX. Of these, 36 cases showed 
small focal liver injury, accounting for 94.7 % of the 
chemotherapy regimen as shown in Table 3.

Fig. 1: Diffuse liver injury. A 48 y old female patient with liver metastasis of colon cancer received the FOLFOX chemotherapy regimen. (a and 
b): Show plain scan and arterial phase, respectively, and the intrahepatic lesions are not clearly shown and (c): Shows venous phase, the patchy 
enhancement reduction shadow was diffuse in the liver (arrowhead)

Age (years) Male Female Total
≤30 2 (1.18) 1 (0.59) 3 (1.76)
31-40 9 (5.29) 4 (2.35) 13 (7.65)
41-50 21 (12.35) 9 (5.29) 30 (17.65)
51-60 46 (27.06) 14 (8.24) 60 (35.29)
61-70 37 (21.76) 14 (8.24) 51 (30)
>71 9 (5.29) 4 (2.35) 13 (7.65)
Total 124 (72.94) 46 (27.06) 170 (100)

TABLE 1: SEX AND AGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE 170 PATIENTS

Chemotherapy regimen Cases Percentage

FOLFOX 87 51.18

FOLFOXIRI 45 26.47

Cetuximab+FOLFOXIRI 15 8.82

Bevacizumab+FOLFOXIRI 15 8.82

Bevacizumab+FOLFOX 8 4.71

Total 170 100

TABLE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF CHEMOTHERAPY REGIMENS FOR THE 170 PATIENTS
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Fig. 2: Local liver injury. A 53 y old female patient with liver metastasis of colon cancer received FOLFOXIRI chemotherapy. (a and b): Show 
plain scan and arterial phase, respectively, and the intrahepatic lesions are not clearly shown and (c): Shows venous phase, local patchy enhance-
ment and subtraction were observed in the liver (arrowhead)

Fig. 3: Small focal liver injury. A 53 y old male patient with liver metastasis of rectal cancer received bevacizumab+FOLFOXIRI chemotherapy. 
(a and b): Show plain scan and arterial phase, respectively, the intrahepatic lesions are not clearly shown and (c): Shows venous phase, small focal 
patchy enhancement and subtraction were observed in the liver (arrowhead)

Chemotherapy regimen
Total

Combination FOLFOX FOLFOXIRI

Image classification

Diffuse
Count 0 77 0 77

Expected count 17.2 39.4 20.4 77
Adjusted residual -6.4 11.6 -7.1

Local
Count 2 8 43 53

Expected count 11.8 27.1 14 53
Adjusted residual -3.9 -6.3 10.9

Small focal
Count 36 2 2 40

Expected count 8.9 20.5 10.6 40
Adjusted residual 11.7 -6.7 -3.5

Total
Count 38 87 45 170

Expected count 38 87 45 170

TABLE 3: IMAGE CLASSIFICATION AND CROSS TABLE OF THE CHEMOTHERAPY REGIMENS
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type and mixed chemotherapy. The values for these 
associations were 11.6, 10.9 and 11.7, respectively. 
This shows that the diffuse manifestation was more 
prominent in the FOLFOX chemotherapy regimen 
cases, the local type was more prominent in the 
FOLFOXIRI chemotherapy regimen cases, and the 
small focal type was mostly observed in the mixed 
chemotherapy regimen cases. In this study, plain and 
enhanced CT scans were performed for all patients. 
It was found that the imaging changes of liver injury 
after chemotherapy were related to the chemotherapy 
regimen.
The FOLFOX regimen showed diffuse liver injury, 
which may be related to the use of oxaliplatin in the 
FOLFOX regimen. Oxaliplatin has been reported to 
be the main cause of SOS. It can cause morphological 
changes in the micro vessels of the liver, leading to 
skin lesions and sinus congestion. It has been reported 
that 78 % of patients treated with oxaliplatin have 
significant changes in sinus congestion, which is 
followed by SOS[9]. This change in sinus congestion 
showed patchy reduced lesions in the liver under 
the background of normal hepatic parenchyma on 
enhanced CT scans[12].

The FOLFOXIRI regimen showed local liver injury. 
The use of oxaliplatin caused morphological changes 
in liver micro vessels, resulting in skin lesions and 
sinus congestion. Irinotecan is associated with 
steatosis of the liver. Vauthee et al. have shown 
that the use of irinotecan greatly increases the 
incidence of steatosis in the liver. Its use results in 
the accumulation of fat globules in the liver, which 
can develop into steatohepatitis. The distribution 
of fatty liver can range from diffuse infiltrative 
steatosis to localized steatosis. Fatty liver shows 
diffuse or a localized decrease in density of the liver 
parenchyma on CT plain scan. The combination of 
oxaliplatin results in hepatic sinusoidal obstruction 
syndrome, which shows patchy enhancement on the 
CT enhanced scan. 

The results of this study showed that among the 170 
patients with liver injury after chemotherapy. Male 
patients are more common and older. This reflects 
that there are older patients with liver injury after 
chemotherapy. This may be due to the decrease in 
blood flow, drug clearance, basal metabolic rate, 
albumin levels and drug release with increasing age, 
which leads to an increase in susceptibility risk[5,6].

The cross table of imaging classifications and 
chemotherapy schemes (Table 3) shows the 
distribution of various chemotherapy schemes for 
the different imaging classifications of liver injury. 
The table shows that any expected count in this study 
is >5, so the difference of each group can be judged 
according to the chi-square test table. The chi-
square test results showed that the chi-square value 
was 260.472 (p<000). This indicates that the types 
of chemotherapy were different for different image 
types, and there was a correlation between the image 
types and the types of chemotherapy regimens (Table 
4). The intensity of the correlation is shown in the 
symmetry measurement (Table 5). The Cramer's V 
(value range 0-1; the larger the value is, the stronger 
the correlation) was 0.875. The results showed that 
there was a strong correlation between imaging 
classifications and chemotherapy regimens. The 
adjusted standardized residual was obtained by using 
post-hoc testing. Because multiple comparisons 
are involved, we choose the absolute value of the 
adjusted standardized residual to be bounded by 
3. The table shows that the absolute value of the 
adjusted standardized residual is >3, indicating that 
there is a statistically significant difference between 
the observed frequency and the expected frequency. 
Among the associations, the absolute value of 
the standardized residual of the diffuse type and 
FOLFOX chemotherapy regimens was the largest. 
This was followed by local type and FOLFOXIRI 
chemotherapy, which was followed by small focal 

 Value Freedom Progressive significance (bilateral)
Pearson chi square 260.472a 4 0
Likelihood ratio 257.151 4 0
Number of valid cases 170   
Note: (a) Expected count of 0 cells (0 %) is <5. The minimum expected count is 8.94

TABLE 4: CHI-SQUARE TEST

 Value Progressive significance
Phi 1.238 0
Clem V 0.875 0
Number of valid cases 170  

TABLE 5: SYMMETRICAL MEASUREMENT
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The two images influenced each other, and CT 
showed local patchy enhancement and reduction. 
The three regimens of cetuximab+FOLFOXIRI, 
bevacizumab+FOLFOXIRI, and bevacizumab 
+FOLFOX showed small focal liver injury, and the 
three regimens caused small focal liver injury. This 
may be because bevacizumab and cetuximab are 
anti-vascular endothelial growth factors and have 
protective effects on the development of vascular 
lesions. Additionally, they can reduce the severity 
of SOS (hepatic sinus obstruction syndrome). This 
reduces the incidence of central lobular fibrosis 
and lobular hypertrophy[11]. Contrast-enhanced CT 
showed a small patchy enhancement and a reduction 
in focus in the background of the liver parenchyma.

Our study also has some limitations. First, this is 
a single-center retrospective study with a small 
sample size. Second, there was no comparison of 
pathological samples in this study. Third, the Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) images of patients were 
not included in this study for evaluation. MRI is 
more sensitive to changes in hepatic steatosis, which 
may be more helpful for the quantitative evaluation 
of steatosis in drug-induced liver injury. In the next 
step, we can include the MRI images of patients with 
drug-induced liver injury for analysis, especially for 
patients with liver steatosis, to compare steatosis with 
drug dose. In short, different chemotherapy regimens 
for colorectal cancer patients with liver metastasis 
will produce different hepatotoxic effects and lead 
to different degrees of liver injury. Imaging plays an 
important role in the evaluation of liver injury after 
chemotherapy. The observation of liver imaging 
changes has a certain sensitivity and specificity, 
especially the venous phase of enhanced scan. 
Different types of liver injury after chemotherapy 
can be reflected by imaging changes, which is a 
more intuitive method that has a certain reference 
value for the clinical diagnosis of liver injury after 
chemotherapy.
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